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Evaporative cooler produces effective cooling by 

combining a natural process water evaporation with 

a simple reliable air-moving system. Fresh outside air 

is pulled through moist pads, where it is cooled by 

evaporation and circulated through a house or building

by a blower.

 SUITABLE FOR. . . .

VENTILAIR  offer Turnkey solutions with regard to Air

Cooling/Ventilation for office/factory.
Salient features of our systems are

�Space/spot cooling

�Technical excellence

�Energy/ space efficient

�Standard models available at better price/shorter
deliveries

�Available in air capacity range from 5000-75000
cfm

VENTILAIR offers effective, turnkey solutions with

regard to ventilation for office/factory. With a strong

engineering and design set up and efficient project

management, we provide quality services and

support to ensure that you have a reliable and

efficient system commissioned on time. We provide
�General/Forced Draft Ventilation System 
�Pressurization System 
�Balanced Ventilation System
�VENTILAIR Misting

AIR COOLING SYSTEM VENTILATION SYSTEM

GARMENT UNITS

ENGINEERING UNITS

INDUSTRIAL UNITS.

CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

RESTAURENT

HOTELS

PHARMACEUTICAL

HEAVY / MEDIUM INGINEERING INDUSTRIES

AUTOMOBILE
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Main components which makes air cooling/ air washer most efficient

among other competitors/manufacturers

FILTER

The standard pre-filter are made of 
G.I./ Aluminium construction having 
efficiency 90% down to 70 micron. 

Depends on application the fine 
filters of various efficiencies also can 
be provided.

Cellulose Pad

The Cellulose pads are of imported 
origin of Vapour+ make and are 
designed for maximum saturation 
efficiencies, being having large Air to 
surface contact area in 7mm flute size 
and 45° X 45° flute angle (more details 
are available further in this catalogue).
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The intention of this brochure is to introduce you to, and acquaint you with the capabilities of the Ventilair organization in the offered product 
areas. It will not answer all your immediate questions, and indeed, it will no doubt raise others. We welcome your interest in our products and shall 
be very pleased to provide further information.

In accordance with our policy of continual improvement in design, we reserve the right to depart from the details given in this brochure.

GUARANTEE
Ventilair guarantees its products to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from the 
date of delivery from the factory, provided motors are properly installed with overload protector. Ventilair agrees to 
repair or replace defective parts or part to be returned to the factory, all transportation charges prepaid. Ventilair does 
not guarantee against abrasion, corrosion or erosion. Ventilair shall not be held responsible for any charges in 
connection with the removal or replacement of alleged defective equipment nor for incidental consequential 
damages.

�  Dust Proofing

�  Dust Scrubbers

�  Combustion Fans

�  Dust Collector

�  Roof Extractor

�  Paint Booths

�  Bag Filters

�Axial Fans

�  Centrifugal Blowers

�  General Ventilation

�  Fume/Dust Extractor System

�Air Cooling System

PRODUCT RANGE
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